An address for Trinity Sunday – June 7th 2020 by Howard Friend
May I speak to you in the name of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Amen
I've adopted a sort of Jackanory style presentation mode this morning, partly I have to admit
because I reckon you'll be comfortable in your armchair, perhaps even enjoying a cup of
coffee (one of the benefits surely of Lockdown) partly because it seems more fitting to be
conversational about a subject like the Trinity about which it is impossible to be stand
upishly dogmatic - but mostly because I want to use an Icon to help us appreciate the subject
and that has required a rather Heath Robinson set up with my smart phone and Nigel’s
chunky Icon - perched precariously on a small table - here in our drawing room. I shall at a
critical moment turn from Selfie mode to looking-out mode (not - in parenthesis - a bad
move for preachers - or any of us for that matter). I just hope that at that turning point - the
whole lot doesn’t come crashing to the floor and send you into vertiginous confusion.
Anyway - Talking of Confusion. Do you remember Donald Rumsfeld’s statement during the
Iraq War:
There are Known Knowns
Things we know that we know
There are Known Unknowns
Things we know that we don’t know
And then there are Unknown Unknowns
Things we don’t know that we don’t know
He was talking about Weapons of Mass destruction, which rather dangerously for a talk on
God – it turned out - didn’t exist – but putting that delicately aside for one moment.
Here’s what I want to suggest to you about the Trinity this morning – It is a fourth Rumsfeld
category – the Unknowable Known
That is to say we can experience the Trinitarian God in our lives without fully understanding
the Mathematical conundrum . Is it Three in One or One in Three.
Richard Rohr in his very refreshing book on the Trinity, The Divine Dance, quotes St John
of God who said God refuses to be known but can only be loved and enjoyed. X2
Confused - still?
Well Scripture is unlikely to help you. The word Trinity is not found there. The concept is as
our Gospel reading attests - but - as we all know - the Doctrine developed over the first few
centuries AD and was formulated in the Creeds of Nicea and Constantinople and refined by
the Cappadocian Fathers in the 4th and 5th Centuries respectively.
Paradoxically - for an idea which tries to bring unity to the threefold expression of God,
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, Christians have been falling out about it ever since.

Most notably with the so called Filioque controversy. Does the Holy Spirit derive from the
Father and the Son or the Father only. You see how esoteric and - many would argue meaningless these arguments became. That particular argument led to a split between the
East and Western Church in 1054.
But enough of all that. The history doesn’t bring clarity, which is what I really want to
achieve this morning. Somehow I want to leave you with a picture of the Trinity that will
inspire and help you understand God’s love for you.
Now this is where Rublev’s Trinity Icon will make it’s appearance. As I’m reversing the
view, let me say there’s a delicious irony here, which won’t be lost on some of you. That is a
staunch Evangelical like me is promoting Icons. Who says God hasn’t got a sense of
humour.
Remember the take home message this morning is:
To know God is to allow him / her to love you.
It’s all about relationship, embodied in the relationships in the Trinity, not objective science
or theological contortions. God loves you – and this Icon helps us understand this supremely
important fact in a Trinitarian way.
This is how I read Rublev’s Icon and look I’m a beginner at this. It’s been one of the spin
offs of Lockdown for me.
This Icon based on the Genesis story we had read to us. The Lord appeared to Abraham and
Sarah in the form of three visitors angels / men, depending on the translation. Abraham and
Sarah prepare a meal, which the three of them eat under the Tree of Mamre before giving the
ageing couple the news that Sarah is going to have a baby.

•

Now there’s a load of Iconic significance to the figures and objects and colours that would
have been obvious to Rublev’s 15 C Russian readers. I’m going to mention a few.

Remember an Icon is a window onto our understanding of the mystery of God. It’s a means
to an end. Its something to be pondered over and prayed with.
This loving, mutually complimentary relationship is written, one writes not paints an Icon so
I’m told, here with The Father on the Left, the Son in the Middle and the Holy Spirit on the
Right. They are all smiling and look very much alike. There are differences in their clothing
but all share blue. God has additional Gold, Christ, - a reddish brown and the Spirit – Green.
God sits under a building – in my Father’s House are many mansions. Above Christ is the
Tree – of Life possibly but also a reminder of the Cross. Over the Spirit is a Mountain or
Rock, perhaps signifying the Rock that Moses struck to produce Life-giving water.

Their wings are separate but touching and each holds a sceptre.
The Father seems to be giving a blessing with his hand, the Son is pointing to the meal on
the table with two fingers to denote his dual nature. Fully man and Fully God and the Spirit
points down to a rectangle on the front of the table.
Now it’s Rohr’s interpretation of that rectangle which I find the most interesting. This isn’t
mentioned in all commentaries but his theory is that this once had a mirror attached.
What’s the point here – well the observer would see him or herself as part of the party. The
space opposite the Son almost demands it.
The inference is that God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, loves us and wants us in relationship
with him. And by the way these figures could just as easily be female.

At the heart of what we call God is relationship and we are invited to be part of that. What a
thought, what a privilege, what an opportunity.
Rohr goes on to say that this Icon is an invitation not only to sit at table with God herself but
also to join in a Divine Dance. In fact God is the Dance.
Now remember the take home point.
To know God is to let her love you. To put it another way when we come to know God we
have in one sense to drop the 18” or so from Brain to Heart and let God love us, instead of
trying to work it all out.
Then the Unknowable will become known.
One final thought along this subject of God is Love, God is Relationship as depicted in the
Trinity.
Lockdown has, for many of us, extended our relationships: on our streets, within our church,
within our families all with the aid of Zoom.
How do we propose to go on living this Trinitarian truth of love in relationship as Lockdown
eases?

In particular how are we going to do Church?
How do we include those of you listening in now who live nowhere near Exeter. You are
welcome by the way.
We don’t have the answers to this conundrum yet. First and foremost were going to pray
about it. We do want your suggestions too please. Do get in touch.
May I suggest, if you haven’t got one already that you get a copy of Rublev’s Trinity Icon
and allow it to draw you into the circle of God’s love. God the Father loves you. God the
Son died for you. God the Holy Spirit wants to flow through you. Amen.

